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of research. No body in this world would ever can take credit that

Mr. Dodge did that. He tried to do/the very things that I'm talking

about today, but he did not have the council by his side to help

him out on it.

Alice in background: Didn't the appropriation of 200 thousand *-. y

dollars— r . *. i*

Yes, turn it off 'just a minute. I want you to get 'it all because you V

are going to play it to other people and I want them to listen to

these things. (Sentence not clear.) — a n d he had instructed them to ,

go out and get something going for the tribe and don't come back

and don't hold another meeting until you do. He [has been a-very accom-

plished man. I will say that he! is a fine Superintendent, but, theiH'

what has happened? We haven't had the confidence of people to raise

this minerals up to where.it really ought to be and. the laws are so

old that control it that we couldn't elevate it too much and else we

get something"done in regards to this leasing. Now, what we need is.

more oil wells. We don't need to lease land, and that will get an

oil well, but what we need to do is* to lease a piece of property and

get an oil well on it. If they hit a good oil well, then, they demand

that they* drill another oil well. But the way it is, we got hundreds /
' • ; ' . ' • ' ' ' • '
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and hundreds of leases that have jusfc got One o'il well, arid they know •*

that the oil is these and these people don't need the money. I got
i

oil people tell me that we don't need the money, but,we need^he
' ' '*• i

work. It is better place to have the money in the. bank than 15 hundred

people (words not clear). .• _ N

train whistie is heard in the background^) . /


